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1. A brief introduction of myself:

• My name is Dolores González Campos. I´m studing the fifth course of pedagogy in the University of
Seville (Spain). I was working in a Professional School with boys of the age eighteen to twenty three years
old. My labour consisted in teaching the basic knowlegde of lenguaje, mathematics and I tryied to
convince them to continue studing when they finnished learning theirs professions. I was working too,
with a Non Gubernamental Organitation called Doctors of the World (Médicos del Mundo). My
contributation like pedagogy was in the primary shool to inculcate the young people, show them values
to respect, tolerance, equality with the inmigration people and with theirs class partners. All this through
games.

• My expectations concerning this course is that I can open my possibilities to work in other countrys of
Europe, if I know the qualification and quality assurance frameworks in Europe I could better my
professional labour in the world of education.

• My Research interests.

I´m interesting in the adult education because I think that it is very important to maintain active the old
population and give them the oportunity to study which in the pass they didn´t have. The other sector
that I´m very interested in is special education, I think that in this subject theres a lot still to do and
should be advanced. It is necessary the quality and the qualification because this job is so dificult and
interesting at the same time. I would like to expierence these subjects in other European countries.
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My name is Christoph Schnabl. I´m a 26 year old student of education and philosophy at the Karl Franzens
Universität Graz, Austria. I decided to get some international experiences, therfore I´m here in Tampere for
one semester.
I started my studies in autumn 2000, approximatley one year ago I spezialized on adult education. To
finance my studies I always did some part time jobs simultaniously. For most of them no special
qualification was necessary. This lack of responsibility, and some oter reasons, started to unsatisfy me, so I
began to work for handicaped people a few months before my departure to Finland. I reached most of the
qualifications for this kind of work during my one year long social service, when I was 19 years old.

· Qualification and Education: Process of obtaining special skills, abilities and knowledge with the
intention to enable persons to perform a certain job. Mostly connected with certification.

· Quality: In general, the higher the quality of education, the higher is the quality of knowledge,
abilities, special skills the learning person can get.

· Effectiveness: ?
· Evaluation: several methods to research quality of educational programs
· Governance and marketisation: Contents of education are getting submited to economical interests

more often. Possible results. Enrichment of society, but maybe loss of personal freedom, because
economically relevant programs get supported more.

I´m interested in which way economical changes are affecting educational aspects and which programs can
be expected to be developed to react on this changes; for instance, the well known term of “life long
learning”.

I´m looking forward to learn a lot of new things, see you on tuesday, Christoph

Hello, my name is Alexander Murashev, I am an exchange student from Russia,I study at the Karelian State
Pedagogical University, I am 22 years old, my primary subjects are history and english language, and I am
going to be a teacher of history.In Finland I study history of Finland (concentraiting on the Fascism in
Finland before the Second World War),Finnish culture and society and taking North-American studies as
well. I am going to have a month practice of teaching at school during  april  2007.So I am interested in this
course,because I want to know more about teaching and qualification in Europe,because I have a very good
possibility to compare different educational systems, discussing the main subject topic with other exchange
students and finnish students and teachers as well. My mother is a teacher too, and she has got 25 years of
teaching practice in Rusiian school (Saint-Petersburg), that is why I can tell a lot of things about “true”
russian educational sustem.And also at my home university I passed the main pedagogical course,and had
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short practice at school by developing creativity with primary school children. It was really good experience
for  me  and  my  groupmates.So  it  is  very  interesting  for  me  how  we  can  make  educational  and  school
systems better not only in EU, but also in Russia.

Hi all the Europeans!

Introduce and the facts

I’m Markku Salminen and I study At the University of Tampere and my major is education. My plan is to get

my Gradu 2007. At same time I studying, I teach in the vocational school both Orivesi and Kangasala in a

upper secondary level. As a teacher I have been now 10 years. New syllabus have brought new targets like

job learning and the beginning of the 2006 skills demonstration (it’s a form of competence test). Both of

the reform goals will improve the quality.

Before I begun my career as a teacher, I worked over 20 years as an automation assembler. The concept of

the quality was quite clear all of us, who worked there. We consider the scrutiny of the organization that all

the products were inspected before customers got them.

At the moment my interesting in is to modify and modernize the skills demonstration passport with the

base of the quality guarantee material.

Qualification and Education

With Raivola (45 – 50, 2000) the definition of the clients is difficult and he imagines, whether a student is

client, companion, product or something else.

Therefore Lewin & McEwan (30 – 42, 2001) establish an analytical framework and try to identify the

problem with cost – effectiveness situation

Quality

Lewin etc.(43 – 57, 2001) describe the concept of costs which includes the specification of ingredients

which are divided into four main categories: 1 Personnel, 2) facilities 3) equipment and materials and 4)

other program inputs

Raivola’s (53, 2000) method of argumentation is a value concept which are evaluation, accreditation, audit

and assessment

Evaluation

Cited with Raivola (65, 2000) to make a qualification system, there must be behind the evaluation system.

Evaluation products us a systematic knowledge, to which we can join a value or benefit
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Effectiveness

Its means the way to measure the effects we do Raivola recognize two viewpoints: economical

effectiveness and statical effectiveness.

If we consider purely school district, we can find out: supply, topical organize, drop out etc.

PERSONAL INTRODUCTION AND FIRST ASSIGNMENT

My name is Mervi Rasinen and I am 23 years old. I am a third year student from the University of Tampere.

My major is Science of Education and my minors are Psychology, Phylosophy and Administration. Studing

Science of Education has been very interesting. Before this studies I have studied two years automation,

but now I am sure that the area of education is really what I want to do in a future and what is going to be

my career. I hope that in future I will get the pedagogical qualification to act as a psychology teacher in high

schools.

My  working  experience  in  the  area  of  education  is  not  so  outstanding.  I  have  worked  couple  days  in

elementary schools and took care of children of my sister. In addition I have worked one summer in the

home of old people, and three summers in a local store. Now in past two years I have made my living in a

local newspaper called Aamulehti.

This course, Made in Europe, is part of my Master of Education degree. I have interested how the school

systems, quality of teaching and quality of teachers education differs from the land to another. In addition I

am interested in the factors which are affecting to the quality of education.

Qualification and Education

Qualification is something you can obtain via education or job experience. It means those skills and

knowledge which are required to act in some field or position.

Quality

Quality is an absolute feature like beauty or truth. It is very difficult to define accurately which factors

are making something qualified. Quality depends on personal values and opinions. In a high quality you

are striving toward a perfection, you learn from your mistakes and you have respect to your customer.

Effectiveness
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Effectiveness means how capable the individual or institution is to fulfil a given task and how satisfied

are the users of the services.

Evaluation

In evaluation is determined the significance or worth of something or someone. Evaluation depends on

time and context. It is also tied to values and interest of the evaluator.

Governance and marketisation

Governance is necessary to the community or company so that can carry out its operations. In

governance every activity aims to the high quality and better achievements than earlier. Customer is also

in the center of attention.

MADE in EUROPE

1st Exercise

1. A brief introduction:

I am Asta Kybartaite, postgraduate student at Tampere University of Technology. I did my Bachelor’s
degree at Kaunas University of Technology (Lithuania), and Master’s degree at Tampere University of
Technology (Finland). My major is biomedical engineering and in addition am interested in management
and education.

During my studies I had a possibility to participate in different courses and experienced various type of
teaching.

My current work is related with education and technical sciences. I am interested in the real meaning
of high-quality education and pedagogical issues that can influence the quality of education. I would like to
know more about e-learning and tools for effective e-learning, how to evaluate the learning process and
what are experiences from other foreign universities related to high-quality learning.

 2. Concepts:

ü Qualification – accomplishment, fulfilling certain requirements before right can be acquired.
ü Education – systematic instructions, or training in preparation for particular tasks, duties.
ü Quality – degree of excellence, high ranking.
ü Effectiveness – the capability to produce effect, convincing outcome or result.
ü Evaluation – assessing according to certain important criteria.
ü Governance – act, fact or function of governing, control.
ü Marketisation – developing and applying ‘business’ model to universities describing everyday

alternatives for students to take (e.g. social changes, personal development, technology
development and application).

3. Study case of interest:

Qualification and quality assurance in e-learning.
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I will not be able to participate in the class on 31.10, although I look forward for the next meetings.

With regards,
- Asta

Anja Heikkinen

Personal introduction for the course ”Made in Europe”

I am Anja, professor of education, esp. life long learning and education, here in the department of
education. In earlier life I studied philosophy, mathematics and natural science and worked as a teacher for
several years. Beside my work I completed MA in education, worked then in educational administration and
again beside this started my doctoral studies. My doctoral thesis (in Finnish) was about “Starting points for
cultural research on vocational education, exemplified by the development of Finnish crafts and industrial
education between 1840-1940”. It included comparison with German and British development, and I did
research in universities of Bochum and London. Since 1990 I have worked as an assistant, assistant
professor (in Tampere) and professor of adult education (in Jyväskylä), moving back to Tampere summer
2005.

My research and teaching approach is “cross-cultural”, which means combining elements from
philosophical, historical, sociological and comparative studies. The topics of my interest are changing
relations between education, work/occupations, economy and politics, esp. from perspectives of
difference, power and ethics.

Among my publications related to this course are

Heikkinen, A. Fragmentation of adult education research. In Rinne, Heikkinen, Salo (eds.) 2006. Liberty,
Fraternity and Equality in Adult Education. (forthcoming).
Heikkinen, A. EU-European as a global player. In Kuhn, M. (ed.) 2006. Europe as a global player. NY etc.:
Peter Lang.
Heikkinen, A. Manufacturing the European in education and training. In Kuhn, Sultana (eds.) 2005. Homo
Europeaus – towards the European learning citizen.
Heikkinen, A. The Making of Europe of Learning Organisations. In Heikkinen & Husemann (eds.) 2004.
Governance and Marketisation in vocational and continuing education.
Heikkinen, A. 2004. Evaluation as trans-national ´management by projects policies´. In Journal European
Educational Researcher 2/2004.
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Heikkinen, A. 2004. Models, paradigms or cultures of vocational education. In Journal of Vocational
Training 2/2004. (also available http://www.peda.net/img/portal/496394/32-en.pdf)
Raivola, Heikkinen etc. 2006. Aikuisten opiskelumahdollisuudet ja järjestäjäverkko toisen asteen
ammatillisessa koulutuksessa. Jyväskylä: Koulutuksen arviointineuvosto. (http://www.edev.fi)

Hello!

1.
My name is Sirpa Saari and my profession is a Kindergarten teacher (already about 17 years). Also, I`m
working as a pre-school teacher, and studying at the same time. Here in Finland preschool considers mainly
six-year-old children. I have started my studies in education in autumn 2005 here in Tampere University.
Before that I have studied already few years some general studies and subject-related studies. So I expect
to graduate in two years time. (I apology here my difficulties in English, please try to understand me and I
try to understand you.)

I have very little experiences in qualification and quality assurance systems. In my work we do every year
some kind inquiry to the parents about preschool teaching. In my opinion that`s little part of quality
assurance in education. I would like especially to learn more how education of younger children is
estimated. I´m also interested how differently kindergarten teachers’ education is arranged and
qualificated and evaluated in other countries.

2.
Qualification and Education are connected to each other. Education produce competent people   but what
are those aspects that define those competences includes in qualification. Curriculum must be used
pedagogical way in everyday teaching. It should effect somehow to the learners and to been verified in
lifelong learning process.

Quality is definition of excellences; it proves something to be done better than others. Quality in education
has many aspects and it has to be seen

Effectiveness measures how the quality of education is produced. Different concepts must take into
consideration as national aspects, personal aspects and marketing competences in suitable places.

Evaluation includes many different aspects to evaluate education. Effectiveness, benefit and utility for
example belong here.

Governance and marketisation are making conclusions about the focus of effective education.

3.
As you can imagine my interests considers quality assurance cases that involve children and their
educators.

·  INTRODUCTION

My name is Vesna Močnik and I come from Slovenia. I study Adult education and I have one year to finish
the master"s program. I have been workning in Adult Education centre for one month, as substitutional
organizator and adviser for vocational education. Otherwise I have been teaching and working with student
with learning difficulties in english and maths. I have been teaching two adults English language. We call
this instructions or private lessons.

 I have already participated in subjects at my home universtiy in Ljubljana, called Comparative pedagogics in
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the EU countries and Economy in Vocational education, which was not internationally comparative. In the
last enumerated course we were daling with Slovenian national Qualificaton system, what is still
uncompleted, what would needed to be changed in order to provide better quality, how are to provide a
system that would asure quality in national qualification gaining for adults, without going to formal
vocational scools, but learning through work experiences. Those discussions are my experience to
qualification and quality assurance sistem, which took place last year.

I have decided to take this course in order to broaden my knowledge to European area. As education is part
of the globalization process, and adults are more and more interested in gaining vocational qualifications, I
would like to get to know frameworks for qualification and quality assurance in other European countries
too.
Another reason for attendance is because I will  start to work in the CPI -institution, Centre for vocational
education, in Februarry, so I would like to gain some wider knowledge.

· DEFINITIONS:

-------QUALIFICATION AND EDUCATION
        The institutions of education are playing a special role in the development of qualifications.
Educational frameworks include definitions of qualifications and the associated knowledge and skills
students should have. Holders of qualifications gain understanding within the school other educational
insitutions. In education,  academic standards describe the level of achievement that a student has to reach
to gain an academic award. Qualifications in education are used for wider recognition of  learners
achievements, also on the international level.

------QUALITY

Quality assurance is a way of describing all the systems, resources and information that universities and
higher education colleges use to maintain and improve standards and quality. This includes teaching and
student learning, scholarship and research. Academic quality describes how well the learning opportunities
available to students help them to achieve their award. It is about making sure that appropriate and
effective teaching, support, assessment and learning opportunities are provided.

-----EFFECTIVENESS

Educational effectivenes includes all programs and services, which have a direct impact on learning.

----EVALUATION

Evaluation is a proffessional activity that students (also teachers and insitutuions can be evaluated) need to
undertake in order to achieve expectations of learning, to have the knowledge, skills and competencies
consistent with educational goals.  Articulated expectations of student learning at various levels that are
consonant with the institution’s mission and with the standards of education and of the relevant
disciplines.

----GOVERNANCE AND MARKETISATION

 Governance deals with the processes and systems by which an educational organizations operate.
Governance includes also the use of market mechanisms and it can also mean the collaboration of
community organizations, including educational organizations. Educational system in some countries
promotes competition between public schools (and private) thus creating a market for schools. Appropriate
governance of this market can decrease or increase the competition.

· SUGGESTIONS OF A QUALIFICATION AND QUALITY

Since vocational education requres training, as it is preparing students for working life. But in nowdays
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fastly-progressing world working deamnds are changing so fast that it is hard for the educational programs
or systems to follow those trends. Education must meet the needs of wroking market. Companies are
becomming more and more flexible in following world market trends, but educational system is not so
flexible yet. I would like to learn, get to know, how systems of vocational education in EU countries are
capable of adjusting programs to changing working needs? Are qualifications an answer to this question?

Moi!

My name is Swantje. I am an exchange student from Bremen, Germany.
At home I study adult and further education and philosophy. Here at the University of Tampere I study also
history and intercultural communication. I am 24 years old.

Before I started my study I worked in a health care organization for parents and children. During my study I
worked in a social organization with handicapped people (adults). I did my last practice at the
DaimlerChrysler Company in Bremen (personal management). At my home-university I organize exchange
programmes for Russian students in business education/ higher education/ international relations.
I try to figure out in which part of education or educational science I will find my future.

I don’t have special experiences with quality or qualification. They bases on the kind of job I did.

I am interested in the way of adult education in Europe or in the European Union in the future. Especially in
or with the view of Eastern Europe and the unknown possibilities.

Made in Europe
Introduction and first assignment

Hello! My name is Petri Tuohimäki. I am currently majoring in English Philology at the University of
Tampere, from where I plan to receive my MA degree by the end of 2008. I applied for a language teacher
training programme in 2003, and received pedagogic qualification the following year. During that period I
found teaching to be so rewarding and challenging that I decided to make a professional career of it.
Education has since been my main field of interest, along with languages.

I already possess some work experience as a substitute teacher in elementary and second-level schools,
high schools and adult education. Before I got interested in teaching and education in general, I tried my
hand at a number of different professions: a street maintenance worker, a paper boy, a prison warden and
an office worker in an accounting company. In these earlier places of work, qualification and quality
assurance practices were either nearly nonexistent (maintenance worker, paper delivery boy) or almost
static, mainly controlled by and from within the institution or company I worked in (office worker, prison
warden).

Things are different from the viewpoint of a language teacher. Education as a whole, its purpose, goals,
processes and methods on all levels seem to be constantly under external and internal, national and local
level evaluation and re-evaluation. The pressure for change comes from many directions. For example,
advocators of global free market demand increased emphasis on teaching subjects that they see as serving
the needs of the market, at the cost of other ‘nonprofit’ subjects. During the Made in Europe course I hope
to gain more detailed knowledge on how the application of European qualification and quality assurance
framework has been realised in practice, and in particular, how flexibly the framework can adjust to
different education strategies in EU countries.
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Definitions:

●Qualifica on and Educa on

(Professional) qualification is a means to ensure that all workers in a given field possess the skills and
knowledge required of them by a mutual agreement (usually controlled by the specialists and/or policy-
makers). Education, at least from a utilitarian viewpoint, can be seen as a necessary tool to receive a
qualification.

●Quality

In the context of evaluating how well or badly something is done, quality denotes a degree of excellency. It
is very difficult to accurately isolate, define and agree on the factors that make up good or bad quality, as
these vary according to the personal values, preferences and opinions of every individual.

●Effec veness

A value that measures to what extent an individual, an institution or any other actor uses the resources it is
perceived to have, to fulfill a given task.
●Evalua on

A process of examining something to determine its significance, worth, or condition. Again, the results are
always subjective to some degree because they are dependent on the expertise and knowledge of the
evaluator.

●Governance and Marke sa on

Governance denotes a (political) institution exercising control over another, where the first regulates the
functions of the latter. Marketisation denotes a (government-driven) induction of the principles of free
market into the educational system. For example, the client-service provider relation is being transferred
into education in Finland.

Case study proposition:

Qualification and quality assurance in teacher training: a comparison between EU-countries. As an
anglophile I would be particularly interested in comparing the Finnish and the British systems. The results
could also be reflected against the EU framework, to see to which extent it has been adopted in the
systems investigated.

Olavi Kujanpää
e-mail: olavi.kujanpaa@uta.fi

Made in Europe

Introduction

My name is mr Olavi Kujanpää and I am a Tampere University student of advanced special studies in
Education and in Management. I am 45 years old teacher and administrator in the National Police School of
Finland.
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I have worked few years with quality tools named EFQM and the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) evaluation
system. Those are quite common and used in the Finnish public sector.

From this course I expect to find new sights to my work and learn more English terminology. Of course I like
to meet very interesting people and hear interesting opinions too.

--------------------------------

Brief definitions of concepts

Qualification - professional or product certification.

Education - the way to restore or develop humans reflections and/or knowledge.

Quality - indicates needs of customers.

Effectiveness - indicates the overall outcomes and ultimate success.

Evaluation - a tool to control. Define values or qualification of criterias.

Governance - one of the tools to try handle of the political power.

Marketisation - a term of neoliberalism. Sights how to turn public governance to markets of private sector.

Made in Europe - European Qualification and Quality Frameworks of
Education –course

Fall 2006

Leena Isolatva

1. Who am I?

I am a 26 year old student at the Department of Education in Tampere. My major subject is pedagogics and
additionals are e.g. philosophy, political science and business.
I have a couple of main interests concerning education. The other is personnel training, of which I have
made small surveys to two companies and in those surveys I  have covered the quality of education on a
smaller  scale.  The  other  one  is  learning  and  specialization  via  networking.  And  here  I  get  straight  to  my
interest towards this Made in Europe -course.  I am interested in study qualification in other European
countries and standardization, maybe also in web-based studies if possible.

2. Definitions of concepts

- qualification and education

Qualification in the field of education denotes that you have (or at least should have) achieved the
necessary skills to do whatever the education is apt for.

- quality
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Quality   is  closely  related to  effectiveness  and evaluation.  Quality  means how good or  bad something is,
how well it influences and so on. Evaluation is used to measure this.

- effectiveness

This noun demonstrates how well something is done. For example, how well a student has made his/her
homework.

- evaluation

When you judge or calculate the quality , importance, amount or value of something, you evaluate. We all
do it in every day life when we have to make decisions. Sometimes it is inconspicuous but when done
consciously and systematically you can do research.

- governance and marketisation

To govern means you can control and direct the public business of a country, city, group of people etc. To
market means to make goods available to people in a planned way  which encourages people to buy more
of them. In this context, government body can have a remarkable influence on what is studied and how is
studied. For example in Finland there has been a debate on the lack of students in occupational studies. As
a one sort of result vocational schools have started to market their studies to get people’s interest.

Case study

Like earlier mentioned I am interested in professional studies, education and specialization via networking.
I am working on my thesis about this theme and it is concerning physicians. How will  specialized studies
work in the web and are they effective and of good quality?

My name is Jaana Kääriäinen I am an exchange student  from Germany, I study at the university of Bremen.

My mother is from Finland, but I´ve lived my whole live in Germany, since this year ;-)

I am 23 years old and in Germany I study teacher education. I am going to be a primary school teacher. In

Finland I study education and finnish language.

I have made some practise in schools and in an I have worked 4 weeks in a home for old people.

I don't have special experiences with quality or qualification.

I am interested in how the teacher education is in different countries and how they qualificate and how

they save the quality of education. I am also interested in how different school systems work in different

countries and how you can improve or change them.

Aki Ojakangas,
aki.ojakangas@metalliliitto.fi

23.10.2006

TAY/AIKK/KASV S8/Doctoral studies
Made in Europe - European Qualification and Quality Frameworks in Education and Training,
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Presentation of participant

I’m a Doctoral Student in Adult Education at Tampere University. Preparing my Doctoral Thesis, which is
now in stage of first manuscription. My research theme is connected to Trade Union education and more
precicly to Change in Folk High School based TUT from decression to new millenium. I have finished other
studies required to PhD degree.

My educational background is as follows: Postgraduate Certificate of Education 1994, University of Helsinki,
Dep. of Teachers Education. Examination in Education Administration 1994, Board of Education. Master of
Social Sciences, 1990 university of Tampere, Faculty of Social Sciences. Bachelor of Social Sciences
(sosionomi), 1979, university of Tampere.

I´m Working at Metal Workers Murikka-Institute as Principal since 1992. My main responsibilites are
Management, development, leadership and teaching. Murikka is a Folk High School situated in Tampere
and it is concentrated to adults working in Metal Industry. Finnish Metal WorkersUnion is background
organization for Murikka. Yearly we train about 3500 adults mainly on short courses from 3 to 5 days. Main
target groups are shop stewards, health and safety reps and different organisational activists.

I have been connected to qualification and quality assurance in many ways, but it is not allways clear what
is the content and era of this concept .  I´m dealing with following quality assesment and evaluation
systems connected to different positions I have:

- Self assessment system of Murikka-opisto ( own model, but  required by law, as Principal).

- Assessment systems of upper Secondary Education in Tampere city, including general and vocational
education systems based on different qualification assessment frameworks, as a vice chairman of the Board
of Secondary Education, Business and Trades of the City of Tampere.

- Strategic assessment of Bank Business, as a member of the Directorate of Regional Cooperative
Bank,TSOP.

- EQF:s and Trade Union Positions at Europe, as a member of the Education Working Committee  of
European Metal Workers Federation.

I hope we can reach during this course lively and critical discussion about EQF:s and find some realistic
findings concerning equal development and governing of VET and Adult education.

MADE IN EUROPE

1. A brief introduction of myself:

I’m Ángela Román Cabrera and I’m 23. I already have a bachelor in Education in Spain so I am teacher
there. I finished my studies to be teacher two years ago and I was working last year in a Private School as a
teacher in Primary Education. Now I’m studying Psicopedagogic in Spain, but here I’m not sure what I’m
studying, because the system is totally different, and this is one of the reasons why I find this course
interesting.

In my opinion, with the EU and its politic about equality in qualification and quality assurance frameworks,
this is a very good topic to have some knowledge about. Everything is changing a lot in every member
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country, and to know how and when is going to be the Educational  System is so important for Education
Specialists like us… that we should be interested in it.

I hope that making this course I could understand what is happening and what is going to happen with our
old systems and with our diplomas or curriculum.

2. Brief definitions of concepts:

· Qualification and Education: qualification is the cornerstone of all bounding and the process of
certifying that a certain product has passed performance and/or quality assurance tests or
qualification requirements stipulated in regulations such as a building code and nationally
accredited test standards, or that it complies with a set of regulations governing quality and/or
minimum performance requirements. And Education is the process by which an individual is
encouraged and enabled to fully develop his or her innate potential; it may also serve the purpose
of equipping the individual with what is necessary to be a productive member of society.

· Quality: Every function and characteristic of a product that permits satisfy a determined need.
· Effectiveness: is the comparison between the costs and the effects of  any implementation. In the

particular case of Education it can be possible to see it when you analyse the real effect of some
program that you have applicated and the valuation of its results in comparison with its costs
(human or non human costs).

· Evaluation: process  in which you can determine the effectiveness and the efficiency  grade with
what resources have been used to get the objectives, making it possible to make a correction to
assure  the correct fulfilment of the purposed objectives.

· Governance and marketisation: Governance: processes and systems by which an organization or
society operates.

· Marketisation: is the use of market based solutions for social, political, or economic problems; in
this particular case in Education. In the particular case of Education I consider that these terms
imply the use of strategies and politics of programs implementation based on market rules.

3. My own questions about qualification and quality assurance. Spanish System.

In Spain we have a Promotion System in Secondary Education in which one you can pass to the next course
without having passed all your subjects. How can you assure the qualification and the quality of the
Education with this system? How are we (European Countries) going to get a homogeneous level in
Education that assures the quality and the qualification?
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Personal Data

Hello Everybody! My name is Jacqueline! I am Maltese and I live in Malta – a small island some kilometres
south of Italy in the Mediterranean Basin.  I lecture/tutor within the Professional Development Centre of
Malta’s vocational college, Malta College of Arts, Science and Technology. Two other team members and I
set up this centre two years ago. It caters for the continuous professional development of the college’s staff
members and its services will also eventually be opened to the public. I am currently heavily involved in the
pedagogical training of vocational education trainers (VET). In the near future, this centre will also be
concerned with the implementation of the quality assurance framework within the college.
My original qualifications and professional background centred round administration (BA Hons, Univeristy
of Malta) and financial services (Fellow of a Chartered Institute London,UK) being a recognised professional
in both fields. I then moved into education following a Post-Graduate Certificate in Education by virtue of
which I was acknowledged a teacher and eventually a lecturer. I am now reading a Master’s in Comparative
Euro-Mediterranean Education Studies and my area of research concerns the quality assurance of the
service industry I work in – education. Hence my interest in this course would not only enbrace
qualifications and quality assurance frameworks – the measures and the systems which could be applied –
but also their implementation in various countries.

Definitions

· Qualification and Education

ENQA The European Network for Quality Assurance in Higher Education
promotes European co-operation in the field of quality assessment and quality assurance
between all actors involved in the quality assurance process.  The idea for the Network originates
from the European Pilot Project for Evaluating Quality in Higher Education, which demonstrated
the value of sharing and developing experience in the area of quality assurance. The idea was
given momentum by the Recommendation of the Council (98/561/EC of 24 September 1998) on
European co-operation in quality assurance in higher education and the Bologna declaration.

The Bologna Declaration includes a phrase on the promotion of European cooperation in quality
assurance with a view to developing comparable criteria and methodologies. Reactions on the
Bologna initiative from the side of the higher education institutions demonstrate an agreement on
the need to guarantee the quality of programmes, credits and degrees. Accreditation is seen as a
means to guarantee such minimum standards of quality in favour of students, employers and
society. It would be the responsibility of the higher education system itself to develop a
continental-wide system, based upon self-regulation schemes, which would use the national
systems of quality assurance as a reference point or benchmark.

· Quality

According to Juran and Crosby, quality is denoted by a fitness for purpose and a conformance to
requirements. It encompasses an ongoing process ensuring the delivery of agreed standards where
when assured has the potential to achieve a high quality of content and results. The standards
within an educational institution, or any other, would describe levels of attainment against which
performance may be measured. Once attained, that standard would imply a measure of fitness for
a defined purpose.
In recent years, educational institutions in general have had to learn that the quality assumption
that has surrounded and supported them for so long is no longer universally shared. Quality is no
longer taken for granted, but now needs to be shown to be there if it is to be accepted by the
general public and by the funding agencies. As a result, quality issues in Higher and Further
Education have developed into a major concern. (B. Voss, 2004) The Salamanca Convention (2001)
of European higher education institutions considered quality as a fundamental building block of the
European Higher Education Area and made it the underlying condition for trust, relevance of
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degrees, mobility, compatibility and attractiveness. Similarly, the Prague Communiqué of the
European education ministers (2001) regards quality as a major factor in determining the
competitiveness and attractiveness of European higher education.

· Effectiveness & Evaluation

So as to be effective the existing resources must be used more efficiently. Cost-effectiveness
analysis can reduce costs and expand accomplishments. A proper assessment of both costs and
effectiveness is elemental to evaluation. In fact Cost-effectiveness analysis refers to the evaluation
of alternatives according to both their costs and their effects with regard to producing some
outcome. An evaluation that will enable the selection of those approaches that provide the
maximum effectiveness per level of cost or that require the least cost per level of effectiveness.

· Governance and Marketisation

Comparative analysts have identified different groups of factors which are changing higher
education systems. Harry de Boer et al (2002) note the marketisation in HE (including changing
roles of national governments) as a  change agent. This is a term which is part of the vocabulary of
New Public Management and can be understood as the use of markets, or market type
mechanisms, with the (explicit or implicit) aim of improving public sector activities, including the
production of public goods. ”New public management is conventionally understood as a recipe for
correcting the perceived failings of traditional public bureaucracies over efficiency, quality,
customer-responsiveness and effective leadership. Public-management reform is often presented
as a functional response to such shortcomings” Mok and Lo analyse the similarities and differences
of policy discourse, reform strategies and educational practices in European countries, Australia
and the US related to trans-national, national and regional levels of educational markets and
governance. They question the move towards the mainstream policies of marketization and new
forms of governance and whether any national or trans-national platforms for resistance can be
identified.
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Case Study

My interests lie in the areas indicated in my introduction, i.e., the induction of MCAST staff members to a
quality assurance framework and its ongoing implementation. Comparatively speaking, it would greatly
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enhance my research to be able to phsyically observe, discuss, and document the implentation of such
measures in a country such as Finland. The parameters I invoke here are on a national and transnational
scale.

Made in Europe
John Pardy
j.pardy@bhtafe.edu.au

Personal Introduction

Hello my name is John Pardy; I am employed as a Senior Curriculum Officer in a TAFE Institute in Melbourne
Australia. TAFE stands for technical and further education. TAFE institutes provide education and training
for trade apprentices, para-professionals in a range of industry areas (including but not limited to business,
retail, community and health services, horticulture & agriculture, hospitality, IT – and applied sciences)
along with adult and general education.

I have recently completed a Masters of Education that looked at how people use TAFE learning to position
themselves in the workforce and to secure opportunities for further learning. I look forward to
communicating with you virtually through email.

Interest in Made in Europe

I am interested in how qualifications have become more important in education and how they are being
used by individuals to position themselves in a globalised economy and as a strategy for ongoing learning.
To this end I am interested in the role of qualifications in education systems around the world.

In Australia there has been strong interest in the Bologna process and how that process will seek to foster a
European Higher Education Area (EHEA).

Australian education systems have been grappling with policy challenges that seek to harmonise
qualification systems across the different states (regions) that make up the Australian nation state.
Processes of mutual recognition have been developed whereby education providers are required to
recognise qualifications awarded by each other. Comparing similar European policy initiatives is of interest
to me through participation in Made in Europe.

My Research interests

I have an enduring research interest in education and social equality.  In particular I am interested in the
value and worth accorded to different types and levels of qualifications. I am further interested in how
qualifications systems underline the importance of the credentialing function of education in contrast to
the learning and development functions of education. The focus on qualifications has a tendency to
emphasise the sorting, ranking and selection role that education can have in societies and am interested in
how qualification systems interact with and inform curriculum frameworks.
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Markus Weil

Personal introduction for the course ”Made in Europe”

My name is Markus Weil and I am an assistant at the university of Zürich (Switzerland). My research and
PhD background has been on co-operation in small and medium enterprises (SME) but I am generally
involved in questions about vocational and general adult education, learning at work and the Swiss
education system. I am running this course together with Anja Heikkinen. The two of us are engaged in a
broader EU project called CROSSLIFE with partners from Finland, UK, Malta, Switzerland, Denmark and
Australia. You can find out more about the programme on the web space (VETCULTURE). The course “Made
in Europe” will have an experimental side: it is new for us to involve “virtual students” we will try out the
learning facilities that can enable us to work together with students and tutors from Switzerland, Malta and
Australia.

Literature
Weil, M.: Cooperation for Learning: Examples of Continuing Vocational Education in Swiss Small and
Medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). In: Mjelde, Liv/Daly Richard (eds.): Working knowledge in a globalizing
world. Peter Lang 2006. pp. 381-402.

Weil, M.: ´The Learning Region` in Germany – regional networks as the new forms of governance in adult
learning? A case study. In: Husemann, Rudolf/Heikkinen, Anja (eds.): Governance and Marketisation in
Vocational and Continuing Education. Peter Lang 2004. pp. 191-200.

Made in Europe
Introduction and 1st assignment

My name is Samuli Suokas, and I am a fourth year student in University of Tampere. My studying
background begins ten years back when I started as a cadet at the Military – and Naval Academy. I kept
going for three years there, before I was accepted to Air Traffic Controllers education. I never finished from
Naval Academy. ATC school took two years of my life and prepared me for the work-life. I cleared a plane to
land for the first time with my on licence five years ago in Mariehamn, Åland. I spent almost a year and a
half on my first ATC-job. I moved to Tampere region four years ago, because I applied and got transferred
here.

At the same time as I was in training at Tampere Area Control Centre, I got an idea, that since I now live
near a university, I should study something. During my time at the Military Academy, I already had done
basic studies of education. I thought this is a great opportunity to make use of those studies, so I applied,
studied and got myself to study education at Tampere. At the moment I am working on my masters
education (like this course), preparing for the thesis, and finishing my training period. I plan to graduate in
two years from today.

My ATC background has brought me very close to qualification and quality assurance systems (as I
understand them). The whole education of ATC is crucial in terms of quality, as is of course the whole global
Air Traffic Services environment. At my place of work, we have a quality system, which is run by our
management and one senior employee. In this, I’ve only had the role of being one part of the “machine”
under investigation. Only chance I have had to influence that system has been via annually distributed
questionnaire of working atmosphere.

Brief definitions of concepts:
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Qualification – Something one obtains via education, training and/or passing an exam. It can be understood
as the skills and set(s) of knowledge an individual has, and which usually is designated by a licence.
Education – Way to qualification. The means which an individual needs to exhaust to obtain the needed
professional abilities, skills or set(s) of knowlwdge.
Quality – Technically it specifies the characteristics of an object. Practically it indicates the excellence of an
object. Artistically it defines the essence of an object. Metaphysically it refers to excellence itself. Is
synonymous with good.
Effectiveness – Indicates the available capability to produce an effect.  Is usually defined by effort – benefit
–ratio.
Evaluation – A term of “organizational level”. A broader characterization of grading, or judging. It is
systematically performed characterization and appraisal of worth, merit or significance of something or
someone.
Governance – Elements needed to run a project, company, community, society, organization etc. Includes
management, communication, information, relationships, needed mechanisms, methods, strategies,
personnel, assignments, plans, responsibilities…..
Marketisation – Piece of governance. The use of economical means to create solutions for problems
initiated by markets.

Own experiences of qualification and quality assurance systems:

We are heading toward times of lifelong learning. For some this means more education, but for me this
means better education. I work in a specifically quality-critical profession, which is also a global one. In
Europe there has been efforts to make nations (and ATCs) closer together in an attempt to rationalize the
airspace. This means harmonisation of the ATC systems and procedures, which has triggered some conflicts
between some countries, and cultures. I’d like to see how these conflicts could be avoided by enhancing
quality in education, training and work. ATC is a profession under heavy development processes, which
includes it in the whole lifelong learning environment, since all developments should reflect to education
(and to some extent vice-versa also).

From this course I expect to get something to help make things better in my work. My unit also gives
training and of course gives needed periodical schoolings in the ATC simulator located in the same building.
I’d like to know how to improve the learning results by influencing the pedagogical abilities teachers
assume. Also it is interesting for me to see how these (possible) effects may reflect to the international ATC
community. This might also be a suggestion for the case-study required.

I won’t be able to make it to the first session, but expect to see me in the rest of the meetings.

Regards

Samuli Suokas


